
podcast learning companion

Our podcast companions expand learning beyond the walls of 
schools and organizations by bringing crucial conversations to the 
leaders, educators, and organizations that matter. Use this guide 
to promote critical reflection, deeper discussion and meaningful 
connections among your staff around the topics that define us.

voices of change
Title:
Cultivating Constructive Conversations

Inside Episode 10: 
Join the conversation as Paul Forbes 
and Stacey DeWitt engage in a 
constructive discussion about implicit 
biases and race. Learn how implicit 
biases impact the way you see and 
interact with people from different racial 
groups and understand how to cultivate 
constructive converstions about race.

download the transcript

https://open.spotify.com/episode/47nobCn93SoSEvI7aN2gIz
https://open.spotify.com/episode/47nobCn93SoSEvI7aN2gIz


Guest bio:
For several years, Paul Forbes was at the forefront of providing support for students, 
especially students of color, in our nation’s largest school system, New York City 
Public Schools. He is the former Executive Director for the NYC Department of 
Education Office of Equity and Access and today continues his service to students 
and educators as the founder of Leading 
with Hearts and Minds, an entity dedicated 
to the necessary inner “work behind the 
work”.  As a native New Yorker who still 
lives in Brooklyn, Paul has dedicated his 
professional life to serving students and 
families from historically underrepresented 
neighborhood communities.  With nearly 
three decades of experience as an 
educator, he understands how schools are 
a key place where a lasting and positive 
difference can be made in a young 
person’s life.  Listen in as Paul has a follow-
up conversation with Stacey DeWitt on 
the initial concept of Defining US and the evolution of their work together as they 
engaged in Critically Conscious Conversations.  A model for us all!

Listening and Reflecting

With podcasts, learning can happen virtually anywhere! For this reason and their versatility in use, podcasts 
have become a preferred method for entertainment and both personal and professional development. Use 
this learning companion to dive deeper into the episode topic, with suggestions for asynchronous listening, 

engagement and experiences that offer opportunities for reflection, connection and commitment.

Ways to Listen

Consider these three methods for listening. Use the podcast transcript to increase engagement by 
following along and highlighting words, phrases, or concepts that stand out in the conversation. Take notes 
in the margin of reflections, connections and questions.

1. Open Listening - Listen to the podcast to simply notice and note the words, phrases and moments in the 
conversation that spark emotion, questions.

2. Focused Listening - Listen to the podcast with a focus on the Moments that Matter providing the time 
stamp and topics from the “Podcast Notes”

3. Reflective Listening - Listen to the podcast with a focus on critical self-reflection, using any or all the 
reflection questions below.



Critical Reflection Questions for Before and During the Listening

Before:
1. What experiences have you had that connect to this topic?

2. What do you hope to learn from listening to this episode?

During:
1. How do you see implicit biases and race play out in classrooms and schools in your community?
2. What does it mean to “cultivate constructive conversations” and why is it important for educators? 
3. How do constructive conversations differ from other conversations? Where do you see examples 

of constructive conversations in your educational space? Where do you see the possibilities for 
constructive conversations in your educational space?

4. What fears do you think hold educators back in talking about identity, race, and implicit biases 
that perpetuate inequities? How can we move from fear to action?

5. Why are schools and classrooms the place with the greatest potential for the impact? 

After:
1. What about this discussion resonated with you?
2. What questions or ideas would you like to explore further?
3. What conversations will you have or immediate actions will you take to create change in our own 

sphere of influence?

Experiences to Promote Critical Self-Reflection

Reflect on Important Moments in the Conversation
Relisten to one or all of the powerful moments. Use the podcast notes to find the powerful moments with 
time stamps. Then write about your own perspective, experience and insights.
• How does your identity, experiences and knowledge influence your understanding of this topic?
• How does this topic connect with your current context?
• What are the implications to your practice?
• How will you continue the conversation in your school/community/organizations?

Experiences that Elevate the Learning

The following experiences are intended for use with leaders, educators, parents and 

those working in educational organizations.  The purpose is to promote critical reflection, 

connection and commitment toward action. They should be used and adapted based on 

the individuals, group dynamics and organizational context of the learning.

https://definingus.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DU-PODCAST-NOTES-Paul-Forbes-and-Stacey-Dewitt.pdf


CULTIVATE A CONSTRUCTIVE CONVERSATION 

Use the courageous conversation compass to engage in a constructive conversation with a colleague, 
friend or family member about race. Discuss your first memory around your race. Describe the memory 
using as many details as possible. Note your age at the time of the memory, who you were with and the 
feelings associated with it. Share how that memory may have impacted your identity and your worldview. 
Begin by writing down or reflecting on the memory before you engage in the discussion. The courageous 
conversations compass might be helpful to assist you in understanding how you are entering/approaching 
the conversation. Reflect on the experience of having a constructive conversation in a journal. How did the 
conversation feel? Was it easy, challenging, and why? How did your body feel during the conversation? Did 
you notice a change in your body language or breathing? Were you relaxed, anxious or hesitant? Why? 

BE INTROSPECTIVE AND REFLECTIVE

In this episode, Paul reflects on the need to be both introspective and reflective in work involving implicit 
bias and race. Reflect on your implicit biases and how they may impact your interactions with students 
who share your racial background as well as those who do not.  As a leader/educator/parent/stakeholder 
complete the following steps. 

• Write down your implicit biases 
• Next consider the experiences that developed your biases. Write down 3 experiences/interactions that 

provide a counter-narrative to your biases and tell a different story than the one you have internalized. 
• Then, connect these individual experiences to relationships.  Write the names of individuals that guided, 

coached, supported, inspired or motivated you.
• Reread what you wrote, and reflect on how you can use your experiences, purpose and relationships to 

move the work of racial equity forward.

WINDOWS AND MIRRORS

In this conversation, there may have been ideas that resonate with you.  These are called mirrors, because 
they mirror our own experiential lens. Windows, on the other hand, provide learning opportunities and 
insights into the experiences and identities of others.  After listening to the perspectives of the host and 
guest in this podcast, free write any mirrors or windows that came up for you.

Experiences to Promote Building Deeper Connections 
between Individuals and the Learning

GO DEEPER WITH THE PODCAST TRANSCRIPT

Select moments in the podcast to discuss in a group.  Use a protocol such as the Four A’s 
to independently highlight and consider what assumptions informed the conversation, 
what you agreed with, what you would argue with, what you aspire to act on. Then in 
partners or small groups discuss responses to the five A’s. In the whole group, a few 
partners/groups to share insights from the conversation.

https://www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/courageous-conversations-compass/
https://www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/courageous-conversations-compass/
https://www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/four-as-text-protocol/


GALLERY WALK POWERFUL MOMENTS IN THE CONVERSATION

A gallery walk is a great way to delve deeper into topics with large groups.  Begin by writing the 5 
categories/topics listed below on chart paper. Divide participants into 5 equal groups. Have each group 
relisten to their portion of the conversation. Each group should then chart important concepts, ideas or 
questions for that portion of the podcast. After groups are finished charting, chart paper should be hung 
spaced around the room. Participants should add, emphasize, or make connections with other groups’ 
posters by adding phrases, words or symbols to the charts.  As a whole group, reflect on the connections 
made around these powerful moments in the podcast.

• 3:18-Reflecting on the Journey
• 6:36-The Power of Stories 
• 16:47-We All Have a Different Lens 
• 28:07-Capturing the Shared Lived Experience
• 40:29-Introspection, Reflection, and Vulnerability
• 46:00-Implicit Bias, the Work Behind the Work

Experiences to Promote taking action

EQUITY PERSPECTIVES: CREATING SPACE FOR MAKING MEANING ON EQUITY ISSUES

Equity is more than a word. True equity is an ongoing practice that requires a commitment 
of time and energy. Talking about equity without the actions to support it will not lead to 
transformations, so it is essential to create a practice of talking about equity and designing 
action steps to ensure the equity you seek. 

 •    Begin by reading Equity Perspectives and reflecting on the document. 
 •    Then envision what equity would look like in your setting and steps that you 
       need to create and sustain equity in your program. 
 •    Consider the barriers that you might encounter and how you might work to 
       overcome them. 

True equity work is never done in isolation. How will equity look in a collaborative space and 
how will you find support and support colleagues when the work feels overwhelming, or it feels 
like less of a priority compared to other initiatives that need pursuing? 

Start small and write down 4-5 areas that should be examined to see how they align with your 
values of equity? Some areas to consider might be:

 •    Disciplinary practices, communication with families.
 •    Opportunities for families to get involved at school, advanced classes/gifted       
       and talented (who is present, who is missing) and enrollment/ admissions practices. 

QUESTIONS THAT YOU MAY WANT TO ASK MIGHT INCLUDE: 
       o    What are the histories behind these practices? 
       o    Who designed them and when and why were they designed? 
       o    Who do the practices uphold and who do they harm? 
       o    How do these practices connect to your values around equity? 
       o    What changes would be necessary to make your current practices align more 
             closely with equity in education?



Experiences to Promote taking action

CREATING SPACE FOR MAKING MEANING ON EQUITY ISSUES 

Equity is more than a word. True equity is an ongoing practice that requires a commitment 
of time and energy. Talking about equity without the actions to support it will not lead to 
transformations, so it is essential to create a practice of talking about equity and designing 
action steps to ensure the equity you seek. 

Begin by reading Equity Perspectives and reflecting on the document. Then envision what 
equity would look like in your setting and steps that you need to create and sustain equity 
in your program. Consider the barriers that you might encounter and how you might work to 
overcome them. True equity work is never done in isolation. 

How will equity look in a collaborative space?  How will you find support and support 
colleagues when the work feels overwhelming or like less of a priority compared to other 
initiatives? 
 •    Start small and write down 4-5 areas that should be examined to see how they     
                    align with your values of equity? 
 •    Some areas to consider might be:
       o    Disciplinary practices.
       o    Communication with families.
       o    Opportunities for families to get involved at school.
       o    Advanced classes/gifted and talented (who is present, who is missing) and  
                          enrollment/ admissions practices. 

QUESTIONS THAT YOU MAY WANT TO ASK MIGHT INCLUDE:
 •    What are the histories behind these practices? 
 •    Who designed them and when and why were they designed? 
 •    Who do the practices uphold and who do they harm? 
 •    How do these practices connect to your values around equity? 
 •    What changes would be necessary to make your current practices align more                          
                    closely with equity in education?

BARRIERS OR BRIDGES: A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE AND ATTITUDE 

Based on the conversation in this episode, think about how your perspectives and attitudes may impact 
your work with students and families. Use the protocol for Barriers and Bridges to examine obstacles 
and opportunities that exist within your organization.  You can approach the protocol from an individual 
perspective or you can work in teams to identify barriers and bridges together. At the end of the activity 
select 2-3 bridges that you can use in your individual practice or as a team to create a more equitable 
program. For example, and generally speaking, you may expect less of your students with disabilities 
because you see this practice as a way of supporting their learning when in fact you may be causing harm. 
If you would not consider less of any other student then you should not consider less of a student who 
learns “differently.” Instead of expecting less of a student with disabilities or developmental variations, what 
might be a different approach that can better support their learning and their ability to engage with new 
information? After selecting your 2-3 bridges, make a plan to put them into practice and share the idea with 
a colleague for feedback.

Sources: School reform initiative

https://www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/barriers-or-bridges-a-matter-of-perspective-and-attitude/


The following book recommendations are based on the discussion in this episode.  
Consider selecting a suggested text below and discussion prompts to continue 

the conversation.

Relevant Resources:

• Making people aware of their implicit biases doesn’t usually work. But here’s what 
does work

• Vernā Myers TED Talk - How to overcome our biases? Walk boldly toward them
• Understanding Implicit Bias: What educators should know
• Glenn Singleton TED Talk - Courageous conversations about race

Deepening the Learning and Expanding the Conversation

follow  us

Independent Reading and Staff Book Club 
Recommendations Based on this Episode:

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/making-people-aware-of-their-implicit-biases-doesnt-usually-change-minds-but-heres-what-does-work
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/making-people-aware-of-their-implicit-biases-doesnt-usually-change-minds-but-heres-what-does-work
https://www.ted.com/talks/verna_myers_how_to_overcome_our_biases_walk_boldly_toward_them
https://www.aft.org/ae/winter2015-2016/staats
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLsm8h9qSuQ
https://www.facebook.com/definingusofficial
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKMjWyUdY6I_WNqTir3cbSg
https://twitter.com/DefiningUs
https://www.linkedin.com/company/definingus
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